Television has become an effective medium to educate and provide information to the public but misused television can be a powerful medium to spread negative messages. There are several types of television shows that actually cause concern in the community because of the wrong perception that was captured from the television show. The purpose of this study is to find out how the perceptions of the Muslim community to advertising of Elastex paint products that use a mystical approach to advertising on television. This research uses qualitative research approach with descriptive method. Sampling method using judgment sampling, that is from a Muslim audience. The research data was taken through depth interview technique to 10 selected informants. The viewer's perception of the Elastex paint ad showed that most viewers deplore the existence of a rain-handler that gives the impression of being a savior from the rain in the ad, which should be a savior is the power of God. The model in the Elastex Windhi Tia Saputra, Drina Intyaswati, Ratu Laura MBP Copyright (c) 2017 by Karsa. All Right Reserved DOI: 10.19105/karsa.v25i2.1385 308 | paint ad is quite interesting and credible, only a few spectators perceive that the rain-handler does not fit the real character of the shaman. Overall the ads are good and display a creative form of advertising.
Introduction
In today's modern and digital era, television has become a part of people's lives. Many people consciously or unknowingly spend hours in front of the television. Television is able to enter the niches of our lives more than others.
1 Television is a mass media capable of presenting entertainment as well as various kinds of information for its viewers. No one can doubt the ability of television in giving various impressions both entertainment and information. Even the emergence of the internet was not able to eliminate the role of television in the life of society today. Television can provide entertainment and information without regard to Television advertisements flourish in various categories, as television advertising needs creativity and always generates new advertising products, because of people's purchasing power on a television advertisement that varies due to economic factors. The industry redirected cultural conservatives into content that appeals to the larger demographic of moderate Muslims, via the adaptation of stylistic forms and narrative conventions that draw on global media traditions. Producers invoke new genres and conventions to both mobilize and placate religious sentiment among Indonesia's culturally heterogeneous community, assuming that these practices generate a successful. 3 But when compared with other media television advertising has a much different categorization because of the nature of the media are also different. A large category of television advertising is based on the nature of this medium, where television advertising is built on the power of object visualization and audio power. The visualized symbols are more prominent when compared with verbal symbols. Generally, television ads use short stories resembling short film work. Short display time, resulting in a television advertisement striving to leave a deep impression on viewers within a few seconds. 4 Television is indeed a medium that is effective enough to educate and provide information to the public, but if misused television can be a powerful medium also to spread the negative messages. The effect of television shows will be visible after the public receives a message from the television, such as changes in behavior, attitudes, or increased knowledge insight. Nowadays there are different types of impressions aired on television. But not all types of impressions on this television cause a good effect for the audience. There are several types of television shows that actually cause anxiety in the audience because of the wrong perception of a thing. For example just like the mystical advertising impressions on television. Media presentations, especially advertisements about mystical impressions that are shown on a continuous basis, can potentially shape the wrong perception of society. Religious values of the society play an important role shaping and developing the perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes of the individuals. It is important to market the product or service in a way that does not contravene the values, religious perceptions, norms, and ethics of the target consumers.
5
This study looks at an advertisement that tells of a shaman who is capable of doing supernatural or occultic things that are beyond human reason. Associated with television advertising, there is actually a clear rule about the content of an event. In article 36, paragraph 6 of the Broadcasting Act of 2002, it is stipulated that the content of the broadcast is prohibited from making fun of, degrading, harassing and/or disregarding religious values, human dignity, or damaging international relations. MUI itself has actually made a fatwa forbidden about shamanism and forecasting through National Conference VII with Chairman of Commission C Session of Fatwa Section chaired by K.H. Ma'ruf Amin and Secretary Hasanudin, on 22 Jumadil Akhir 1426 H or 29 July 2005 M in Jakarta recorded with number 9 / MUNAS VII / MUI / 13/2005. The fatwas are all forms of shamanism and legal forecast forbidden to Muslims. However, with the still-running mystique of advertising, this fatwa seemed to pass away. Muslims today, expressing their self-identity by confronting with powerful dominant representations which are more likely to be marked as authentic by non-Muslims communities. 6 In this study, the mystical thing that researchers refer to the activity of a shaman who becomes a rainy handler. Shaman is a profession already known by almost all levels of society in Indonesia. Although the name or term is different from one area to another, the shaman is a very popular profession in society. Their | 311 involvement in community life has been very strong. For people who have never interacted with a shaman directly, or ask for help and use his services. Generally, hear this shamanic profession from mouth to mouth, read ads in magazines, tabloids, newspapers or books, or have seen a shaman figure in a television show. In the belief of a Muslim society, the shaman and the paranormal are not new. Mu'awiyah bin al-Hakam asSulami radhiyallahu'anhu narrates to the Prophet sallallaahu'alaihi wa sallam, "O Messenger of Allah, there are some things we used to do in the period of ignorance, [we] often come to the shaman." So Rasulullah Sallallaahu 'alaihi wa Sallam replied,"Do not go to the shaman".
7
Television is one type of mass media which in addition has a strong appeal due to the elements of words, music and sound effects, also has other advantages of visual elements in the form of live images that can cause a deep impression on the audience. According to Prof. Dr. R. Mar'at, television broadcasting generally affects the attitudes, behaviors, perceptions, views, and feelings of the audience, and this is a natural thing. So if there are things that cause the audience to be moved, fascinated, or imitate is not something special, because one of the psychological influences in television is as if hypnotizing the audience, so that the audience was swept away in a television show atmosphere. 8 The stimulus or message communicated through the mass media television will get various responses from individuals. That is, although the event is the same, people will respond differently based on their circumstances. 9 An advertisement is a form of commercial mass communication designed to promote the marketing of a product or service, as well as messages from an institution, organization, or even from a candidate in a political campaign. Meanwhile, advertising is the most known discussion of people that is one form of promotion, this is likely due to its wide range 7 The attractiveness of advertising looks at approaches aimed at attracting the attention of consumers and influencing their feelings toward a product of goods and services, an ad attraction can also be understood as something that moves people, speaks of wants or needs and evokes interconnectedness. Generally, the attraction can be grouped into 2 categories 13 :
1) The appeal of informative or rational Informative or rational attractiveness is more visible than the fulfillment of consumer needs to the functional aspects, practical and usefulness of a product and emphasis on attributes owned by a product and benefits and also the reasons for using a certain brand. 2) Emotional appeal. Emotional appeal is the attraction associated with consumer psychology and social needs in purchasing a product. Not a few emotional traits become consumer's buying motives because their feelings toward a brand can become more dominant than their own brand of knowledge. In this | 313 case, the feelings and needs of consumers can be used as the basis of ads appeal that serves to influence consumers on an emotional level. An advertisement use affect-laden language may evoke positive emotional responses. Positive emotional responses to the advertisement related significantly to favorable attitudes towards the ads. 14 In the relationship between consumer behavior and buying interest known intention terms. Basically the intention of buying can be seen as a tendency to buy a brand, there are plans to buy in it. Factors affecting the intention are individual background, 15 which includes: a) Personal factors, namely: attitudes, values, personality, emotional state, and intelligence. b) Social factors, namely: age, education, gender, race and ethnicity, income, and religion or belief. c) Information, namely: experience, media, and knowledge.
The creation of ads on television is more difficult than other media and requires a relatively higher cost, so advertisers try to make the advertisement as effective and attractive as possible. As for creating advertising on television, it is worth noting the following effective ways 16 : a. Visualize the message: visualize the message to be conveyed, advertising experts say that persuading someone is easier to do through the senses of vision. A clear picture is more easily obtained through the sense of sight of a person because it can see the intensity of movement and action more clearly. b. Demonstrate if possible: demonstrating to a target audience of a product is a good way to attract attention, for products that have saturated this way is very well because by this way the value of a product can be improved. c. Simplify: Make the message as simple as possible to deliver, because the words that are difficult to understand will not get the attention of television viewers. d. Use action where possible: Can grab the audience's attention through the first few seconds of an ad impression, creating an advertising structure that can build consumer attention from the stage of attention to the stage of purchase. d. Use entertainment to communicate: entertain people by using music in television ads can simultaneously persuade people simultaneously. The entertaining technique in advertising using humor is one of the advertising alternatives, one can remember a product through humor, and then be persuaded to take a buying action. e. Make commercial belief: Making people believe in an advertisement takes creativity to the content of the message so it can also be understood and liked.
There are dimensions of advertising creativity, which cover; a). Originality, an original ads contain elements that are surprising or rare. The uniqueness of the ideas is the focus. b). Flexibility, a flexibility ad easily smoothly links the product to a different ideas or uses. c) Elaboration, ads contain unexpected details that extend simple ideas. Ads give some messages about the product.d) Synthesis, blending or connecting smoothly unrelated objects or ideas. This dimension intends to create a divergent story line. e) Artistic value, artistic Ads contain aesthetically appealing visual, verbal, or sound elements. Consumers view the ads as a piece of art.
17 Effecting creative message delivering the selling point in non-contrived manner and an interesting. The advertisement will be popular among the consumers caused of creativity and inspires them to convert their attitudes motivates to buy a specific product.
18
According to De Kleine W.P. Encyclopedia, mysticism is taken from the Greek myein which means to close the eyes and musterion which means a secret. 19 When it is associated with culture, it is essentially an 17 Ads sometimes borrow icons and images of religious elements to confirm their message. Ads depend on the community in determining the cultural form they use and what they understand. Malay Muslims with different religious levels will give different judgments on the offensive nature of advertising. They differ on the reasons why advertising is offensive rather than looking at the nature of the product. 21 Perception is defined by Desiderato as the experience of events, objects, or relationships obtained by summing up information and interpreting messages.
22
Perception gives meaning to sensory stimuli. Stimulus or stimuli are any visual, physical, or verbal communication that can affect an individual's response.
23
In the context of perceptual advertising is the process by which the receiver obtains, interprets it, and then stores it in memory. Inferential perception is a process whereby individuals are exposed by information, pay attention and further understand the information. Perception in this research is a perception of advertisement that aired in television media. So the advertising message is information that is perceived. The process of perception begins with the senses of individuals who get stimuli that produce attention and then processed and interpreted into a meaning. 20 Planning an ad is done in such a way as to persuade audiences through the message delivered. T he message in the ad unknowingly pushes the audience to act like buying an advertised item. This event is called subliminal perception, which is the stimulation of the audience below the level of consciousness, which resulted in advertising messages received without realizing what was done. Advertising exposure is sometimes accepted intact, sometimes partially, sometimes incorrectly, but sometimes true. Advertisers certainly expect the exposure of ads can be captured intact by the audience so that the meaning of the message to be conveyed can be understood by the audience as expected. Advertising exposure can generate three responses, which are message responses, resource/model responses, and responses to ad execution. 2). Source-Oriented Thoughts Responses from target audiences to information sources in advertisements are endorsers, spokespersons or companies who deliver messages. Unbelief of the source of information from the audience will provide a negative response (source derogations). Thus, in order for an | 317 advertisement to affect audiences with a positive response, it is better to use the preferred (source bolsters) and credible advertising model. 3). Ad Execution Thoughts Response Target audience response to overall ad execution. The response to this ad is influenced by factors such as advertising creativity, the quality of visual effects, color, and voice tones.
Travis Ridout in his research looked at the effect of advertising tone on a person's perception, the result said the effect of the reach of the ad is not depend on the volume and tone of the advertisement but rather on whether the reach of advertising has been established with a good strategy. 25 The effectiveness of advertising depends on its ability to attractive attention visually. Ads should pay a sufficient attention to enabling the process of encoding information for the benefit of long-term memory.
26
Media engagement has great benefits on advertising effectiveness where engagement defined as the sum of intense, qualitatively rich experiences.
27
Based on the description above, the researcher raised the problem of mystical ads on television with the aim of research is to find out how the perceptions of the Moslem community to advertising Elastex product that uses a mystical approach on television.
Methods
In this research used qualitative research approach with descriptive method. Qualitative research is a study aimed at describing and analyzing the phenomena, events, social activities, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, thoughts of individuals and groups. The sample in this research is 10 audience of Elastex advertisement in television which will become an 25 Ridout, Travis, and Erika Flower, "Explaining Perceptions of Advertising Ton," Sagepub (2010). http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1065912910388189. 26 informant in taking data. Sampling method using judgment sampling. The research data was taken through depth interview technique to 10 selected informants.
Results
Elastex paint ads appear on television around October 2016 which is broadcast by some national television in Indonesia. Elastex paint is manufactured by Nippon Paint company which offers Elastex Waterproof which is an anti-leak coating paint with maximum flexibility and can provide protection up to 5 years. In the story line of the scene in the ad, there are elements that according to Muslim belief is mystical. That is the belief in the rainy handler who can have the power to be able to delay or move the coming rain. This advertisement aired in 30 seconds duration, in the first scene is described a farmer was calling the rainy handler to avoid rain, feared that the harvest is not dry and will lose. This scene can cause a perception to the audience that the rain-handler has the power that can prevent the coming rain. In the second scene, a fisherman is calling the rain-handler to avoid rain, fearing the fish catch is not dry and will suffer losses. This scene can cause a perception to the audience that the rainhandler has the power that can prevent the coming rain. In the third scene, a housewife expressed her concerns to her husband about the coming rain and will cause her home to leak. However, her husband stated that there is Elastex paint that can solve the problem of leakage. In this study, 10 informants were interviewed, and informants with varied characteristics were found, this will enrich the perception data of Elastex advertisement on television. Informants M, G, and N feel the mystical theme in adversary make problematic in religion because, in Islam, the rain-handler is considered to precede God and fight the nature. Nevertheless, all three consider the existence of a rainy handler, not a problem as long as it does not violate the rules of the local community. Two other subjects felt the mystical theme in the advertisement is not problematic. According to an informant, the rain-handler is allowed in Islam because it belongs to the science of astronomy. While the informant L considers the rain handler also uses the prayers of God. The other five informants feel the storyline of this ad is problematic in their beliefs because it uses the rain-handler activity. Some of them consider this advertisement affect the children negatively, who have not studied Islam deeply.
Number

Initials Interview results
There is a mystical element that ....
The rain-handler is a mystic
The existence of the rain-handler means to contain mystique
Means there is an abnormal force to be able to ward off the rain
The mystical element is in its rain-handler It seems there ... It uses the shaman so.
Obviously, because in the ad it's called the shaman ..
There is in the part of ad Yes it contains the mystical element
In my view, it does contain mysticism. But the point is not in the mystique but the tradition in Indonesia
All informants approve of the mystical element in advertising. The mystical element is clearly illustrated by the presence of a rainy handler. It may just depend on the perspective of the moslem, there must be pros and cons ... I think it is not good enough, so the rainy handler ... if God already said rain, so rain so. Can not be blocked. Even though he's a rain-handler, if it's raining then it's raining because I rarely watch tv, so it does not affect me I am comforted, there is a funny too hell Table 4 . Attitude Factors Against Advertising Some informants said no problem with the existence of these ads on television. Nevertheless, they have assumptions, some groups who are fanatical religious tend to dislike the ad. However, some of the other
informants considered the existence of these ads on television quite problematic. One of the informants with the initials EN felt that the advertisement was quite annoying and he felt he wanted to protest to his broadcast but did not know where to report it. Unlike other informants, Informant T considers the ad is actually entertaining because it contains elements of comedy in the story. 
Initials
Viewed from the inherent, yes it is
Yes, it uses a shaman in the ad ...
I have seen the ads, I think there is a connection in the Elastex paint ad
Yes, the rain-handler does not connect, in my opinion, it is good product but not good ad I think there is a connection in the ad Table 5 . Brand Attitude Factors Some informants thought this advertisement had a positive impact on the paint brand. Some Indonesians still believe in and are very close to the mystical things, especially the people who live in the countryside. These ads can make the audience become aware of the brand of paint. But there are also two informants who have different opinions, according to them the ads will give a negative image of the brand, according to them the mystical element should no longer be used in advertising in the modern era. These ads can present elastex paint brands quite well because the storyline is considered to explain the well brand.
In total there were 10 informants who became representative of the audience in the interview to know the audience perception about Elastex advertisement. The following table interviews the results of audience perceptions of Elastex ads on television. . not so easy to digest .. because at first focus on the rainy handler and his clients .. . I understood the storyline I understand, so if there is a very heavy rain it has no effect on his house because it is already using the paint advertised understandable, can make sure that the advertised paint is completely anti-leaking. good .... funny too, ……it's clear the ads I don't understand R the message contained that the paint is really waterproof, able to face heavy rain Table 7 . Perceptions of Readability of Advertising Messages Some informants declare the understanding of the storyline of the ad. However, there is an informant who clearly states do not understand the storyline of the ad theme. Two more informants said it takes time to able to understand the theme in the ad. Viewers should really pay attention to ad content in order to understand the relationship between the rain-handler and the quality of the advertised paint product. which is not appropriate when rain is coming, they ask the shaman not to ask God That's the impression of the shaman who regulates the rain, but all the Almighty who govern Table 9 . Perceptions of Ad Message Contents (Cognitive)
Initials
Judging from the content of advertising messages conveyed largely informants feel mediocre only a small part who feel entertained and funny.
In terms of knowledge that can be obtained from the contents of Elastex ads that most informants deplore the existence of a rainy handler who gives the impression as a savior from the rain, where one can ask the handler for the rain to be able to prevent or move the rain that is not expected. They declared "The unsuitable is when the rain or storms come, they ask the shaman instead of asking God for help". Further assessment of the informant against the model in Elastex ads, some informants consider the models in the ad is interesting and credible. In the meantime, some other informants thought the rainy handler was less credible because it did not fit the actual character of the shamans in terms of clothing or behavior, they stated: "a shaman is too neat....., less convincing of the shaman .... ". Opinions about the execution of the ads from the informants as a whole the ads are good and simply display the form of creatively created ads. However, there is an informant who stated that there is a rainy handler that is less precise to put into the ad scene that is the transfer request from the rain-handler.
Based on summaries of the interview results given, The mystical element is clearly illustrated by the presence of a shaman as a rainy handler that many beliefs can ward off the rain. Some viewers feel no problem with the existence of these ads on television, but some other viewers consider the existence of these ads on television quite problematic. And there are also spectators who think the ad is actually entertaining because it contains elements of comedy in the story. Some viewers of Elastex paint ads consider this ad to have a positive impact on the brand, as it can make the audience become aware of the brand. While the audience who think that the ads will give a negative image to the brand argues that the mystical element should not be used in advertising. Elastex paint ads can present elastex paint brands quite well. Judging from the structure of the message, almost all viewers stated that verbally and nonverbally Elastex paint ads could be accepted by the audience, the storyline can be understood, although some viewers claimed it took some time to figure out the storyline in the ad. Maniua in 2014 said advertising creativity is the right balance between surprise, medium and message relevance.
The viewer's perception of the Elastex paint ad that most viewers deplore the existence of a rainy handler who gives the impression of being a savior from the rain in the ad, which should be a savior is the power of God. The cast or model in the Elastex paint ad is quite interesting and credible, only a few spectators perceive that the rain-handler does not fit the real character of the shaman. Mudaa and Musaa in 2014 said consumer perceptions of advertisement credibility and endorser credibility can affect a purchase intention via the invention of a positive attitude toward the brand and attitude toward advertisement. Overall the ads are good and just display the creative form of advertising, but there are rain-handlers that are less precise to put into the ad scene that is the transfer request from the rain handler.
Conclusions
The results of this study can be concluded that the majority of the Muslim community does not agree with the existence of the mystical elements in advertising, especially Cat Elastex ads. Some of the audience of Cat Elastex ads perceive these ads negatively affect children or young people who have not studied Islam deeply.
